My dear Spencer,

First of all can you let me have that lecture by the middle of next month? Then I can get a room from Harrods for the occasion in that case it will not be necessary to send the Instrument. The Geographical people are very keen, I think. Lennox sees it to be asked to present. Then in town I shall try to cancel from Todd a promise of the first vacancy near the City. How is the world dragging with you? I hope you are becoming reconciled to your new quarters from the tone of your
This Clarification Award appointed
and before we started work we have just
presented their report as if their
recommendations were correct and the
rulings of the School Teachers' Telegraph
Union must suffer this latter
heavily. Adelaide is soothing with
so peculiar a commercial difficulty.
There is a great deal of suffering
amongst the poorer classes. I am
sorry that you too are feeling the
pinch of poverty, but a man who
can write so unconsciously about
spending £100 cannot know what
poverty means. Personally I am not
now in the hard up in many ways or
the hard one is not a golden one.
We are living with more than usual
simplicity, learning a charm of even
contented Thistle Bland Eaton keep.
anything that I can do toward giving a great deal it is sure
probable to get away back for four years to earn a few hundred
golden goobies.
I cannot tell you how much I appreciate Prof. Hallock's kind letter
of shall be stored away amongst my book of notes in the Enfield store.
Nothing has ever given me greater pleasure.
I feel that I would gladly undergo another year's hardships to win such a
reward. He must be a very fine fellow.

Please let me have his address so that I may drop him a line of thanks.

You didn't reply to my letter hours
before I had to offer writing a note. I
would Beg to tell at that figure
this concluding the State of the
Company are. I thought the news came
My eyes are slowly mending but the
speaker of the right eye is some extent
permanently affected. I shall have the
properly overlooked where I go to
Gill's as very ill with swelling
but is now mending. Soon after some
Six or seven as you have it reading
I am very anxious to see how you
hear the question of belongs. In your
last you say this fellow in a day
or two but it has not come to hand
yet. I need warning about the Baldwin
industries win it is already forgotten
by the people. I am never safe away from
your protecting wing. Surely The burning
alongside the spots drawing is the future
dawn on. The Anama Collins is equally
important. I wish I did see you. Indeed
regret it all. Sparrow to live to the
quarter your ever.

F.G.